


PET Felt Acoustic Panels are large, sturdy sheets, yet soft to touch.

The panels can be used in many scenarios such as wall and ceiling 

covering, in room dividers or custom installations. The PET felt material 

offers incredible sound dampening qualities as well as great aesthetics. 

The panels are available in 10 different colours.
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Measurements
Weight – 5,7 kg 

*Gross size

Material

PET Felt

Flammability class 

B1 

NRC 

0.75 with 100 mm cavity  
0.65 with 50 mm cavity

ISO Certificate 

345-2003

1. Specifications

PET Felt is made of recycled PET 
bottles which are tuned into a soft 
yet sturdy felt material, which is long 
lasting, UV stabilized and has great 
acoustic performance. PET Felt is 
both recycled and recyclable.

Recycled PET bottles

PET Felt

Ingredients

1220mm* 9

Beige

Dark  Grey Light  Grey Marble

Nude

White Denim Blue

GreenDark  Green

Available in 10 colours

2440mm*
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2. Acoustic Capabilities

    1 Layer   2 Layers   Cavity 50  mm  Cavity 100 mm

NRC (250-1000 Hz)  0.30   0.55   0.65   0.75

ā (100-4000 Hz)  0.35    0.35   0.61   0.66

ā = Coefficient

PET felt has great acoustic performance. A perfect 
material to apply on walls or ceilings to decrease sound 
reverberating. To use the panels for acoustic purposes 
please keep the test results in mind for a satisfying result.

The best sound absorption can be reached in two ways: 

1. Use multiple layers of PET Felt panels

2. Increase the distance between the PET Felt panels and the wall (cavity).
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Method    Pro’s     Con’s

Digital Cutting   Precise     Expensive for large volumes

Die Cutting    Accurate, Fast    Expensive for small volumes (need of mould)

Water Jetting   Precise     Programming costs, Dry time

Laser Cutting   Precise     Heat could melt the edges

Knife    For simple and straight shapes   Not precise enough for complex shapes 

Circular saw   For simple and straight shapes   Not precise enough for complex shapes 

3. Processing

There are multiple ways to process the panels, before designing, 
it is recommended to review the different methods for production 
and learn about the pro’s and con’s. All panels are delivered in the 
uncut gross size of 2440mm x 1220mm.
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3. Processing

Installation 
PET Animals - designed by Lorenzo Palmeri for De Vorm
Method: Watercut

Wall Covering
Cutted Panels on Wall
Method: Circular saw

Wall Covering
Panels on Wall
Method: Die Cut

Inspiration

Signing
Cutted Panels 
Method: Laser Cutting
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4. Ready-to-use solutions 

A simple and efficient method to create a patterned wall design. 
Our pre shaped patterns are tileable and installation ready.

Template 1
Dots

Template 1
Stripes

Available in 10 colours

Beige

Dark  Grey Light  Grey Marble

Nude

White

Denim Blue GreenDark  Green
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4. Our ready-to-use solutions 

By adding an extra layer of PET Panels under the Patterned-
Panels you not only increase the sound dampening 
properties, but also add a unique touch to your design.
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We create interior products 
by today’s standards.

De Vorm is established in a new era, we develop products by 
the standards of today. This means we produce efficiently, use 
the full lifecycle of products and eventually give them a new life.

Our emphasis lies on making a product that works, by setting
a variety of conditions; it should be legible, accessible, but also 
environmental friendly and aesthetically perfectly in balance.

We like a product because 
of its functionality.

A good product makes life easier - it should be developed for  
helping us function better throughout the day. We firmly believe  
that the beauty of a design lies in the sum of functions that  
makes it a complete product.

We continuously raise the bar.

From the very first sketches we start combining and developing 
new techniques to find new possibilities to innovate. Our design 
process is infused with technical development; techniques result 
in aesthetic features and the other way round.

Leemansweg 45
6827 BX Arnhem
The Netherlands

T +31(0) 268 200 360 
E info@devorm.nl

devorm.nl




